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Colectivo Mutante is a small project formed by Diego Edwards and Cedric
Nicolle in 2016. They work with a grower from the Limari Valley that farms
and sells Pedro Ximenez grapes for Pisco production. Diego and Cedric
thought that a particular one hectare parcel had potential for making high
quality wine because of it's calcareous soil and proximity to the coast, so
they decided to try their hand at making dry, still Pedro Ximenez. Some of
Chile’s most highly regarded Pedro Ximenez comes from the north where
the arid desert is situated next to the Pacific Ocean. They currently make
about 500 cases a year, and this small project is primarily motivated by
passion for and enjoyment in life.
 
On the nose there is tons of bright citrus and melon with a dash of salinity
that carries over to the palate with a slight herbal finish reminiscent of kefir
lime leaf. Try pairing this with shellfish or whitefish dishes for a light,
springtime meal.
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ESCALA HUMANA 2019
“LIVVERÁ,” BEQUIGNOL,
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA
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Escala Humana Wine was started in 2015 by husband and wife team
Ayelén and German Massera. German began making wine in 2003 while
studying Enology and Viticulture in Mendoza. German became interested
in the history of the Uco Valley and it’s forgotten places and varietals.
While the majority of the oldest vines are in Lujan and Maipu, there are a
small handful of 4th and 5th generation producers in the Uco Valley who
brought vines from Europe. Aye and German fell in love with two of these
small vineyards where they grow Malvasia, Bequignol (a light bodied red
varietal from Southwest France), Sangiovese, and a few other varietals.
These vineyards are located in El Zampal, a sub region of Tupungato in the
Uco Valley where the soils are comprised of clay, loam and sand. Aye and
German make these wines in the town of Tupungato. The grapes are
sustainably farmed and the wines are fermented naturally and made with
minimal intervention. We love this fresh, light bodied wine and its
representation of an almost forgotten varietal that is a window into
Argentina’s wine history.
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This Bequignol is medium light in
body and full of juicy cranberry
and strawberry notes, along with a
floral spice. Whole cluster
pressing adds a layer of depth
with black tea herbal notes on the
finish. This wine is most
reminiscent of a Pinot Noir or a
Frappato. Try pairing with light
pork dishes or with mushrooms.



DOMAINE DUMIEN SERRETTE 2016
“PATOU,” SYRAH, CORNAS,
FRANCE
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A bird’s eye view of ‘Patou,’” the small plot of vineyard land just south of the town of Cornas,
reveals a minuscule vineyard, more akin to a postage stamp. Blink, and you might miss it.
 
But such is the story of Syrah on these steeply graded, granite slopes: generations-old
families cherished the few ancient vines they had, usually selling their precious crop to the
larger producers—Delas, Jaboulet, Chapoutier—upriver.
 
Winemaker Nicholas Serrette’s father, Gilbert, did just that for years, until in the early 1980s
they decided it was long time to try crafting a Cornas that best reflected both their soils and
their family’s centuries of toil. (The Dumien family has lived and worked in Cornas since
1515.)
 
Just one taste of ‘Patou’ is proof that the family’s decision was sound. This is true Cornas,
deeply colored, structured, profound; deliciously young yet more than cellar-worthy.Knocking
on the family’s weather-beaten cellar door, steps from the village center, reveals a practice
that has not changed with time. Nicolas treads his organically raised grapes by foot, and
presses them in an old-fashioned basket press—tradition is alive and well at Dumien-
Serrette.
 
In Celtic, Cornas means “burnt earth,” which tells you volumes about the dry, warm
conditions on these steeply graded stopes. Soils are primarily granite; vineyards are small
and challenging to cultivate, given the abrupt drops and eroded faces of many of Cornas’
hillsides.
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Nicolas farms according to organic principles, but
the estate is not certified. Grapes are harvested by
hand, and tread by foot in cement tanks.
Fermentation happens on indigenous yeasts. The
marc is pressed in an old-fashioned, hand-cranked
basket press. Wine is aged in older French oak
barrels, and is lightly fined before bottling.
 
This 100% Syrah from Cornas is classic Northern
Rhone to its core. Dark cherry mingles with
campfire smoke and an earthy herbaceous streak
on the nose that is met with dark chocolate,
lavender, and coffee. On the palate there is tart
blackberry and raspberry and just a hint of orange
rind. Pleasantly grippy and drying, this wine
screams for grilled meat or lamb dishes. While this
wine is showing well now, we would recommend
decanting for an hour to really bring out its
complex aromatics or cellaring for the next three to
five years if you have the patience.


